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Introduction

Bromazepam (BMZ), omeprazole (OMZ) and paracetamol (PAC) are frequently administered jointly to hospitalized oncology patients to decrease anxiety, prevent stress ulcer and control pain. In enterally fed patients, these drugs are generally administered via nasogastric (NG) tube. Bioavailability by this route is uncertain since it often implies tablet modifying, and because some gastrointestinal parameters are affected, e.g. volume and pH of the gastric fluid, and gastric emptying time. Furthermore, the evidence in the literature is partial, inconclusive and even contradictory regarding the compared bioavailability of drugs administered by the oral and nasogastric routes.

Objectives of the study

To characterize and compare the pharmacokinetic profiles of the 3 drugs BMZ (Lexotanil® 3mg), OMZ (Antramups® 20mg) and PAC (Dafalgan® 1 g soluble tablets) administered orally and via nasogastric tube to healthy volunteers.

Methods

A prospective, monocentric, crossover and randomized study was carried out in 8 healthy volunteers*. Each volunteer was medicated with a 28-day interval according to two distinct protocols.

Day 0 : Hospitalization, insertion of nasogastric tube, enteral feeding during 24h at a rate of 30 kcal/kg/24h.
Day 1 : Enteral feeding interrupted, medication, enteral feeding during 12h. Discharge.

Day 0 : Three standard meals without hospitalization.
Day 1 : Oral medication, 3 standard meals, discharge.

In both protocols, 13 blood samples were taken from t0 to t48h.

Plasma samples were analyzed by HPLC-UV using two methods (one for BMZ and OMZ1, and the other for PAC) validated according to ISO, ICH and FDA criteria. The pharmacokinetic parameters were analyzed statistically based on a parametric approach (paired t test on natural log) for Cmax, AUC0-∞ and by a non-parametric approach (Wilcoxon) for tmax. A bioequivalence analysis was carried out in parallel to assess the clinical impact of the differences observed in Cmax, AUC0-∞ and tmax.

Results


Discussion

For bromazepam, a statistically significant difference was observed in the AUC0-∞ with a decrease of ca. 25% in its availability via nasogastric tube. However and taking into account its usual dosage range and half-life (= 30h), the clinical impact of this difference appears as minute if not irrelevant.

For omeprazole, its large interindividual variability does not allow one to conclude to a statistically proven bioequivalence of the two modes of administration. A larger group would be necessary to this end.

For paracetamol, the values of the 90% confidence limits suggests a bioequivalence.

Conclusions

This study shows that administration by nasogastric tube does not lead to marked alterations in the bioequivalence of the drugs examined. Hence the clinical consequences of this route of administration can be considered as limited.
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